




Terre Grecaniche
Greek Calabria 
Borgo of Palizzi
Lands of History
Lands of Wine

«To shape the world of tomorrow, it is necessary 
to rethink our many roots». 

Salvatore Settis



Terre Grecaniche has recently turned 10 years old. The 
memory of our first harvest is still fresh in our mind, with our 
first bottles of Aranghìa 2012 bottled and wrapped by us, one 
by one, with passion and dedication. Memories of peaceful 
moments spent together. 

We started with a shared dream. We wanted to bring back 
the history and places characteristic of the viticulture 
of the Greeks of Calabria. 

And while doing so, we chose an organic path to safeguard 
the environment and ensure the quality of our products. 
We have never succumbed to the threats posed by 
organised crime. We stand for justice and by the State, 
and we will always do. We have created quality work, and 
we aim at increasing the jobs available.

We remained a small cooperative that has invested 
throughout the years to enhance our quality and increase 
production. Today, we produce 20.000 bottles of organic, 
IGT wines that our clients and friends enjoy. In the next years, 
we aim to increase our production to 40.000 bottles 
yearly thanks to new improvements that have resulted in 
about 8 hectares of vineyards. 

All of this was made possible by the civic passion of our 
members, the commitment of our employees, and the 
support of our clients who purchased our tasty and 
solidary wines. This support has enabled us to overcome 
difficulties, including the theft of all our work equipment by 
the organised crime back in March 2020. 

Today we are enriched by new relationships, experience, 
and knowledge. We know that our shared dream has 
become reality and that, with time, it will grow with and 
thanks to all of You. 

We direct our thoughts to Margherita, Giovanni e Filippo, 
our friends and travelling companions in this adventure 



who have contributed with passion and expertise to realise 
and nurture this dream. 

In the last few months, we have re-branded our image 
(logo, labels, packaging) to further strengthen the bond 
without territory, Greek Calabria. 

For our 10th anniversary, we launched our Organic Red 
Wine – Narada, IGT Palizzi, Aged in Barrique, with the new 
creative label designed by Mauro Bubbico.

We conclude by inviting you to spend a day in Palizzi, 
in our vineyards of Capo Spartivento, to share this beautiful 
common history, perhaps over a good glass of Narada. 

The Members and Employees
Cooperativa Agricola Terre Grecaniche
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7 About

Terre Grecaninche

Since 2012, the Cooperativa Agricola Terre Grecaniche has 
been a social lab that operates to build a community focused 
on people and relationships. Our lab has its roots in the ancient 
culture and history of the Greek Calabria.

Our organic grapes grow in our vineyards on the headland of Capo 
Spartivento which overlooks the Ionian Sea. Our production area 
is located in the Greek Calabria, one of the most fascinating and 
pristine landscapes in the Aspromonte.  Located in the southern 
part of the Italian Peninsula, our vineyards benefit from the heat 
of the earth in conjunction with the Calabrian sea breeze. Our 
production happens in the area of the IGT Palizzi, one of the most 
renowned red wines of the Calabrian wine-growing.

Organic agriculture is a sustainable choice based on the 
adoption of production methods that respect human, plant, and 
animal wellbeing and protect the environmental biodiversity of 
the area.

Our vineyards cover about 8 ha and are placed 200 meters 
above sea level on clay soil. Our grape varieties are Nerello 
Mascalese, Calabrese, Alicante, Syrah, Greco Bianco, Montonico, 
and Pecorello. Our production comprehends 20.000 wine bottles 
that are distributed under 5 labels: Organic Red Aranghìa – IGT 
Palizzi, Organic Red Narada – IGT Palizzi, Organic Red Catoi 
– IGT Palizzi, Organic Rosè Spartivento – IGT Palizzi, Organic 
White Calanchi – IGT Calabria. Our wines have been selected for 
Slow Wine Guide 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, and 2021.

Our mission is to produce good wines whilst experimenting with a 
cooperative business model that refers to the traditions of the Area 
and fosters and safeguards the territory and its peculiarities. Our 
wines are not simply market-oriented. They respect the ‘terroir’.

Our wines taste friendship and solidarity.
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Greek Calabria

The geographical area of Greek Calabria consists of the 
southernmost edge of the Aspromonte that overlooks the Ionian 
Sea, sitting in between the promontories of Capo d’Armi and Capo 
Spartivento. In the coastal strip, welcoming beaches alternate 
with inhabited centres. Simultaneously, a different landscape 
emerges within the territory, particularly concentrated within 
the Aspromonte National Park. Here, you will find yourself 
surrounded by a peaceful and silent natural cosmos, populated 
by solemn rivers and wild mountains that slope down to the 
sea. 

Along the riverbeds and in the hilly belt, the fragrant fields of 
bergamot dominate the scene. From this citrus fruit, which, 
thanks to the particular microclimate, takes root only in the Ionian 
side of the province of Reggio Calabria, it is extracted the essence 
for the natural basis of the most refined perfume production 
worldwide. 

Travelling through Greek Calabria equals travelling through the 
history, traditions, architecture, tastes, culture, sounds, dances, 
landscapes, and colours that have distinguished its identity. The 
area offers scenarios and excursions for all kinds of visitors. 

A traditional, peasant cuisine characterised by simple and natural 
ingredients. Zippole, lestopitte, maccaruni, cudduraci, petrali, paired 
with IGT Palizzi wines and bergamot liqueurs are the main courses.

And then the characteristic sounds and dances with instruments 
built by skilled craftsmen, bagpipes, accordions, Calabrian lyre, 
and the identifying goatskin tambourine. In summer, the 
Ethnomusical Festival, Paleariza, was awarded in 2011 with the 
“Italian Heritage” label by the Ministry of Tourism. 

Territory & History 
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«No wilder, nor more extraordinary place than 
Palizzi can well greet artist’s eye». 

Edward Lear

Borgo of Palizzi 

Palizzi brings together all the elements of fairytale villages: a castle 
set on a cliff, a medieval village at its foot, and a humpback bridge 
overlooking a watercourse since the XIV century. 

The name Palizzi most likely derived from the Byzantine word 
‘Politzion’, ‘small city’.

The Village is enchanting, with its settlement that seems chiselled 
into rocks. Narrow alleys and endless tiers lead to the main square. 
Here, you will find the Church of St. Anna with its characteristic 
Byzantine dome. 

The Village, rich in medieval atmospheres, is dominated by the 
castle. The latter was built on a majestic fortress and by the 
numerous overlapping of architectural elements from various 
periods. The castle was declared a National Monument by the 
Ministry of Cultural Heritage. 

In Palizzi, you can find the characteristic Catoj, basement rooms 
where farmers kept barrels of red wine, now known as IGT Palizzi 
Red and among the most renowned red wines of Calabrian 
viticulture. 

Not too far from Palizzi, the Borgo of Pietrapennata dominates 
the scene surrounded by a mountain landscape of austere beauty. 
The small church inside the Village preserves the precious statue of 
the Madonna dell’Alica, attributed to Antonello Gagini and once an 
integral part of a Byzantine sanctuary.

Territory & History 
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Lands of History 

Greek Calabria has millenary cultural roots dating back to the 
first Greek colonisation. Throughout time, the territory has 
remained the secular cradle of the Hellenophone linguistic 
minority, preserving the unchanged traces of its ancient nature 
as a crossroads of the Mediterranean. There are indeed several 
historical pieces of evidence of the presence and coexistence of 
different cultures in this area. For a long time, Greeks, Arabs, 
and Jews established a peaceful coexistence in this peasant and 
pastoral corner of the far south of Calabria. A history of over 
2500 years leaves very rich marks in the local culture. 

In the inner villages of Bova, Gallicianò and Roghudi, you will 
find people, particularly the elderlies, who still speak Greko, the 
ancient language of Greeks of Calabria whose roots reach the 
Magna Graecia Age. 

Greek Calabria is a land of welcoming inhabitants. Many 
illustrious travellers of the past noticed and wrote about it. Among 
these, Edward Lear, Maurits Escher, the glottologist Gerhard 
Rohlfs, who was fraternally welcomed in these territories during 
the many years of his research on the Greek-Calabrian language, 
and Cesare Pavese, who, from Brancaleone, wrote to his sister “the 
people of these territories have a tact and courtesy that have 
only one explanation: here, civilisation was once Greek”. 

It is in Greek Calabria, between Spropoli and Capo Spartivento, 
that Zeus of the Alece probably stood. This sanctuary was 
built by Lokroi Epizephyrioi near the Alece River, in Magna 
Graecia, in the neighbourhood of the Alece river and dedicated 
to Zeus Olympios. 

And it is here, between Spropoli Fiumara torrent and Galati 
Fiumara torrent, that the Aranghìa Fiumara torrent flows, also 
identified as the ancient Alece River by the scholar Sabbione. 
Nearby this scenario, Cooperativa Agricola Terre Grecaniche was 
born. 

Territory & History 
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Lands of Wine

In Magna Graecia, viticulture was probably introduced by the 
pelagic populations led by Enotro, around 1650 BC, who indicated 
the end of the Italian peninsula with the name of Enotria: the land 
of wine. However, it was not before the Romans that viticulture 
experienced a powerful increase that lasted until the VI century 
A.D. 

The archaeological remains found on the Ionian coast of Reggio 
underlie an abundant wine production, suggesting the existence of 
real commercial chains. Bottles in special wine amphorae (Keay 
LII), made locally, the wine of Greek Calabria reached distant 
Mediterranean destinations during the Late Antique. Particularly 
in Rome, where Monte Testaccio still preserves many remains of 
the amphorae produced in the southern Reggio with the specific 
purpose of exporting wine. 

The viticulture vocation, known in the V century A.D. also to Flavius 
the Great Aurelio Cassiodoro, finds evidence in the considerable 
number of early medieval Palmenti. The latter dug into the 
rock, are particularly diffuse in the Ferruzzano area and were 
used until recently. The typical Palmento consisted of two tanks 
dug into the sandstone, an upper one (buttìscu) and a lower one 
(pinàci), communicating through a hole. The grapes poured into 
the buttìscu, whose hole was filled with clay, was pressed with the 
feet and left to rest for a day and a night. Then, once the cork was 
removed, the must be allowed to flow into the pinàci.

Territory & History 
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Vineyards & Olive Grove
The agronomic cultivation 
practices 
The cellar
Vinification and aging of wines 
in the cellar
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Vineyards & Olive Grove

Terre Grecaniche manages owned land falling within the territory 
of the Municipality of Palizzi (RC). The total area is 28.80.50 
hectares. 

The vineyards
Our vineyards are shaped by the wisdom of generations of 
winemakers who, from these hills, have always cultivated the 
vineyards overlooking the sea. The vineyards have an area of 
about 8 hectares and are located at 200-300 meters above sea 
level with southern exposure and are partially terraced. 

The grapes varieties grown are Nerello Mascalese, Calabrese, 
Alicante, Syrah, Greco Bianco, Mantonico, Pecorello and 
Zibibbo. 

The training system implemented is the spurred cordon, with 
regular planting spacing (0.80 x 2.25) for a density of about 4,000 
– 5,000 plants per hectare on clayey soils. The yield is 40 – 50 
quintals per hectare. 

The harvest is done manually from the end of August to the end of 
September. 

The Olive Grove
Our Olive Grove extends for about 3 hectares and there are 
about 600 olive trees of the Carolea, Geracese, Pendolino, 
Roggianella cultivars. The age of the plants is 25 – 30 years. 

The annual production of the Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil is 
about 1,200 L that Terre Grecaniche bottles under its own label 
Elea.

Our Cooperative - Terre Grecaniche
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The agronomic cultivation 
practices 

Terre Grecaniche is an organic farm, controlled and certified by 
CSQA. Organic agriculture is a natural choice for our Cooperative 
and is based on the adoption of production methods that respect 
human and animal well-being and the protection of the local 
environmental biodiversity.

The agronomic management of the soil is aimed at reducing the 
tillage that destroys the soil structure and weakens the absorption 
power of the roots. Surface work is carried out to eliminate the turf 
and to maintain the availability of organic substances through 
spontaneous grassing, the treatment of pruning residues, and 
the use of the green manure technique.

As per the parasite control, typical of the vine (downy mildew, 
powdery mildew, moth) and of the olive tree (fly), integrated pest 
management techniques are adopted. The latter only involves 
the use of products of natural origin such as copper and sulphur 
salts. 

Cooperativa Agricola Terre Grecaniche avails itself, for the 
agricultural activities, of the technical consultancy of the 
Agronomist Arcangelo Giampà.

Our Cooperative - Terre Grecaniche
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Vinification and aging of wines 
in the cellar 

The cellar is equipped with temperature-controlled stainless steel 
tanks for a capacity of 40,000 L and an automatic bottling plant 
of 1,000 bottles/hr. The activity uses solar energy produced by a 
photovoltaic system. 

Vinification and maturation 
For the vinification, we used only oenological products and 
process allowed by legislations on the production of organic 
wines. 

Red Wines
The selected grapes, after being delicately de-stemmed and 
pressed, are placed in tanks where they remain in macerations for 
seven days, at a controlled temperature, with various pumping 
over and delestage, to allow the extraction of the aromatic and 
colouring substances. After soft pressing, alcoholic fermentation 
continues, at the end of which the wine is decanted and completes 
the malolactic fermentation and maturation before being bottled 
or left to mature, for about 12 months, in oak barrels. 

Rosé and White Wines 
The grapes, after a light pressing without destemming, are 
subjected to a soft pressing. Spontaneous sedimentation follows, 
to separate the lees and the subsequent extraction of clean must. 
With the introduction of selected yeasts, alcoholic fermentation 
starts at a controlled temperature. At the end of fermentation, the 
wine is refined on the fine lees and matures in the tanks, before 
being bottled. 

Cooperativa Agricola Terre Grecaniche avails itself, for its 
winemaking activities, of the technical consultancy of the 
Oenologist Giuseppe Liotti. 

Our Cooperative - Terre Grecaniche
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Our products
Narada

Aranghia
Spartivento

Calanchi
Catoi

Elèa

Terre Gracniche - Our Organic 
Wines & Olive Oil

The production of the organic red, rosé and white wines of Terre 
Grecaniche is distributed on 5 labels: Narada – Red, aged in 
barrique; Aranghìa – Red; Catoi – Red; Spartivento – Rosé; Calanchi 
– White. Our wines have been featured in the Slow Wine Guide for 
2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, and 2021 Editions.
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Anaràde were women with feet of a mule. Hidden during the day, Anaràde came out at night 
to feast on people. Thus, to protect the village, the inhabitants of Roghudi would seal the door 
facing Agriddhèa and the Plache at night. Anaràde rode astride an elderberry branch. 

Variety
Calabrian 60% and Alicante 40%

Production area
Southern Calabria, Agro of Palizzi - Capitano Ziccone locality, West of Capo Spartivento

Territory location
Altitude 200/300 m a.s.l., hilly terrain, sandy clay soils.

Vineyard
Terraced with Southern exposure. Spur Pruning (Cordon) training system. A density of 5.000 
vines per hectare with a yield of 40 q/ha.

Harvest
Handpicked in mid-september.

Winemaking
Firstly, the grapes are gently de-stemmed and pressed. Subsequently, the grapes are left to 
macerate for seven days at controlled temperature with frequent pump-overs and delestage to 
allow the extraction of flavouring and colouring agents. After further gentle pressing, the alcoholic 
fermentation continues in thermo-conditioned stainless steel tanks. Once the fermentation is 
finished, the wine is decanted and completes its malolactic fermentation and maturation in 
stainless steel tanks. After, the wine ages for about 10 months in 500-litre tonneaux. Ultimately, 
the wine ages in bottle for a minimum of 6 months.

Tasting notes
The colour is deep red. Its aroma is refined with clear nuances of vanilla, ripe fruit, and spices. 
The taste is noteworthy, pleasantly harmonic, and persistent.

Pairing
Given its characteristics it goes well with roast, grilled and braised meats, well-seasoned and 
strong-flavour cheeses. Also ideal on its own to conclude a meal.

Ideal serving temperature
Between 18° e 20° C

Alcohol strength by volume
14,5 %

Red in barrique
Palizzi IGT Bio

Narada

Bottle contents
75 cl

Our products
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Aranghìa is the name of the river that flows into the Ionian Sea near the promontory of Capo 
Spartivento. Aranghìa wine was born here, in the midst of land and sea, in one of the most 
suggestive and pristine landscapes of the Aspromonte in Greek Calabria. Aranghia benefits from 
the heat of the earth and the sea breeze that characterise the production area of IGT Palizzi, one 
of the most renowned red wines of viticulture in Calabria.

Variety
Nerello Mascalese 20%, Calabrian 60% and Alicante 20% 

Production area
Southern Calabria, Agro of Palizzi - Capitano Ziccone locality, West of Capo Spartivento

Territory location
Altitude 200/300 m a.s.l., hilly terrain, sandy clay soils.

Vineyard
Terraced with Southern exposure. Spur Pruning (Cordon) training system. A density of 5.000 
vines per hectare with a yield of 40 q/ha.

Harvest
Handpicked in mid-september.

Winemaking
The grapes, de-stemmed and pressed, are left to macerate for seven days at controlled 
temperature with frequent pump-overs and delestage to allow the extraction of colouring agents 
and flavour. After further gentle pressing, the alcoholic fermentation continues in thermo-
conditioned stainless steel tanks. Once the fermentation is finished, the wine is decanted and 
completes its malolactic fermentation and maturation in stainless steel tanks. Ultimately, the 
wine ages for a minimum of 6 months in bottle.

Tasting notes
The colour is deep red. Its aroma is refined, warm, archaic, and with hints of red berries.

Pairing
Excellent with red meats, game, fish steaks and cutlets and with well-seasoned cheeses.

Ideal serving temperature
Between 18° e 20° C

Alcohol strength by volume
14 %

Red
Palizzi IGT Bio

Aranghia

Bottle contents
75 cl

Our products
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Spartivento wine was born in the hills of Capo Spartivento promontory, on the Ionian Sea. This 
fine rosé wine benefits from the heath of the earth and the sea breeze of the Aspromonte 
Grecanico, one of the most suggestive and pristine  production areas of the IGT Palizzi.

Variety
Calabrian 100%  

Production area
Southern Calabria, Agro of Palizzi - Capitano Ziccone locality, West of Capo Spartivento

Territory location
Altitude 200/300 m a.s.l., hilly terrain, sandy clay soils.

Vineyard
Terraced with Southern exposure. Spur Pruning (Cordon) training system. A density of 5.000 
vines per hectare with a yield of 40 q/ha.

Harvest
Handpicked in mid-september.

Winemaking
The grapes, without being de-stemmed, undergo a soft pressing. Static decantation then 
follows, allowing the extraction of the clear must. Afterward, selected yeasts are used to allow 
the alcoholic fermentation at controlled temperature. Once the fermentation is finished, the 
wine ages on fine lees and is left to rest in stainless steel tanks before being bottled.

Tasting notes
It has vivid pink colour. The aroma is slightly fruity with clear notes of blackcurrant and cherry. 
The taste is fresh, harmonious, and nicely persistent..

Pairing
Ideal with fish soups, baked vegetables, cereals, and legumes. Excellent for a pre-dinner.

Ideal serving temperature
Between 10° e 12° C

Alcohol strength by volume
13 %

Rosè
Palizzi IGT Bio

Spartivento

Bottle contents
75 cl

Our products
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Calanchi are clayey rocks. These conical sculptures in white clay, that stand along the seashore 
between Palizzi and Capo Spartivento, in their whiteness and silence create a unique landscape. 
Calanchi 2017 Organic wine was born here, against a natural backdrop that cherishes the 
wisdom of generations of farmers who, on the hills of Palizzi, have always cultivated the vines 
overlooking the sea.

Variety
Greco Bianco 60%, Montonico 40% 

Production area
Southern Calabria, Agro of Palizzi - Capitano Ziccone locality, West of Capo Spartivento

Territory location
Altitude 200/300 m a.s.l., hilly terrain, sandy clay soils.

Vineyard
Terraced with Southern exposure. Spur Pruning (Cordon) training system. A density of 5.000 
vines per hectare with a yield of 40 q/ha.

Harvest
Handpicked from the second half of August until the first half of September.

Winemaking
The grapes, without being de-stemmed, undergo a soft pressing. Static decantation then 
follows, allowing the extraction of the clear must. Afterward, selected yeasts are used to allow 
the alcoholic fermentation at controlled temperature. Once the fermentation is finished, the 
wine ages on fine lees and is left to rest in stainless steel tanks before being bottled.

Tasting notes
It is delicately straw-coloured. The aroma is intense with hints of floral broom and nuances of 
bergamot. Its fresh taste is balanced by alcohol and is completed with a good structure and 
great persistence.

Pairing
Excellent with all shellfish, crustacean and fish dishes. It goes well also with fresh cheeses.

Ideal serving temperature
Between 10° e 12° C

Alcohol strength by volume
13 %

White
Calabria IGT Bio

Calanchi

Bottle contents
75 cl

Our products
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Catoi are the traditional basement cellars in the Village of Palizzi where farmers stored wine 
barrels and work tools. Catoi wine cherishes the wisdom of generations of farmers who, on the 
hills of Palizzi, have always cultivated and produced some of the most renowned red wines of 
viticulture in Calabria.

Variety
Nerello Mascalese 30%, Calabrian 50% and Alicante 20%

Production area
Southern Calabria, Agro of Palizzi - Capitano Ziccone locality, West of Capo Spartivento

Territory location
Altitude 200/300 m a.s.l., hilly terrain, sandy clay soils.

Vineyard
Terraced with Southern exposure. Spur Pruning (Cordon) training system. A density of 5.000 
vines per hectare with a yield of 40 q/ha.

Harvest
Handpicked in mid-september.

Winemaking
The grapes, de-stemmed and pressed, are left to macerate for seven days at controlled 
temperature with frequent pump-overs and delestage to allow the extraction of colouring agents 
and flavour. After further gentle pressing, the alcoholic fermentation continues in thermo-
conditioned stainless steel tanks. Once the fermentation is finished, the wine is decanted and 
completes its malolactic fermentation and maturation in stainless steel tanks. Ultimately, the 
wine ages for a minimum of 3 months in bottle..

Tasting notes
The wine exhibits an intense red colour. The fruity aroma evokes the pleasant aromas of ripe red 
fruits. The taste is harmonious, soft, and persistent..

Pairing
Excellent with savoury first courses, roasted meats, and medium-aged cheeses.

Ideal serving temperature
Between 18° e 20° C

Alcohol strength by volume
13,5 %

Red
Palizzi IGT Bio

Catoi

Bottle contents
75 cl

Our products
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Elèa means olive tree in Calabrian Greek

Production Area 
Southern Calabria, Agro of Palizzi - Spropoli locality, West of Capo Spartivento.

Altitude
200/300 meters a.s.l., hilly orography, sandy clay soils.

Cultivar
Caolea, Geracese. Pendolino, Roggianella, Ottobratica

Features
The age of the plants is 25-30 years.

Collection Period
From the end of September to the end of October.

Processing 
Cold pressed

Chemical composition
Acidity 0,25

Format
0,5 lt e 5 lt

Extra Virgin Olive Oil
Organic

Elèa
Our products
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Wine Tour

Between Land and Sea, in the 
Capo Spartivento vineyards
Walks in the southernmost vineyard of the Italian peninsula and 
Tasting of the organic wines of Terre Grecaniche.We are waiting for 
you in one of the most evocative and unspoiled territories of Greek 
Calabria. 

Program
Visit the Cellar, walk in the vineyards of Capo Spartivento, lunch at 
the Agunì Agriturismo with tasting of Terre Grecaniche IGT Organic 
Wines, guided visit to the Borgo of Palizzi 

Information
We organise dedicated events for groups (date to be agreed). For 
those wishing to spend the weekend in Greek Calabria (www.
calabriagreca.it), we organise, with our agency Pucambù, 
overnight stays in farmhouses and B&Bs and guided tours in 
the villages of Greek Calabria (Pentedattilo, Gallicianò, Bova, 
and Palizzi).  For more information consult the website (www.
terregrecaniche.it/winetour/) and the social media pages of 
Terre Grecaniche.

Terre Grecaniche adheres to the Wine Tourism Movement

In collaboration with  Campagna Amica, Pucambù, Agunì
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Friends of Terre Grecaniche 
Network

Friends of Terre Grecaniche Network is the Solidarity 
Purchase Group promoted by the Cooperativa Agricola Terre 
Grecaniche. There are many Friends of Terre Grecaniche who have 
already joined the Network. All members share the values and aim 
embedded in the Cooperative and intend to support our goals, 
objectives, and activities by:

• purchasing our organic products at discounted prices than the 
price list;

• co-planning and participating in events and/or in the food-and-
wine and cultural tourist packages offered by Terre Grecaniche;

• co-planning and actively participating in solidarity campaigns 
and projects promoted by Terre Grecaniche;

• co-designing and testing innovative, ethical, and sustainable 
ways of direct cooperation between providers and consumers of 
food-and-wine products.

It is free to join Friends of Terre Grecaniche Network and involves 
no commitments and/or liabilities for the members. To apply 
for membership, simply email us your request to reteamici@
terregrecaniche.it

Our activities are supported by the Wine Club App, accessible 
from www.terregrecaniche.it/wineclub/.
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Through the App, participants can order and purchase our 
products, access wine production-related information, browse 
our scheduled gastronomy events, share experiences and 
photos, interact, propose recipes, projects and much more.
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Our Partners

Terre Grecaniche is a member of Banca Popolare Etica, Pucambù 
– Agenzia per lo Sviluppo del Turismo Rurale della Calabria Greca, 
Consorzio Macramè – Trame Sociali nelle Terre del Sole, Terre di 
Reggio Calabria – Consorzio dei Vini Reggini. 
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The Cooperative adheres to: Lega Nazionale delle Cooperative 
e Mutue, Associazione Reggio Libera Reggio, ABC Calabria – 
Associazione Agricoltura Biologica Calabria, Coldiretti Calabria 
and Movimento del Vino.
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Palizzi

Greek Area 
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COOPERATIVA AGRICOLA TERRE GRECANICHE
Via A. Ferraro, 14 
89038 Palizzi Marina (RC) - Italy
Tel. + 39 0965 769703 
Mail: terregrecaniche@pec.it | info@terregrecaniche.it 
Partita IVA 02698370802 – Iscrizione REA 184175

www.terregrecaniche.it

Facebook @terregrecaniche
Instagram terregrecaniche_vini_bio 
Youtube Cooperativa Terre Grecaniche
Flickr terregrecaniche

Discover and visit Greek Calabria
www.calabriagreca.it 
www.calabriagreca.eu
www.grekopedia.info




